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Using the properties of diagonally dominant interval matrices defined in a
5 G 5previous paper, a group of conditions and criteria are given for estimating M N
 G .M is the Gauss-inverse of M , which are more useful than those of the
5 G 5well-known estimate of M . By applying these results to the convergence of
splitting methods used for solving linear interval equations such as the Jacobi,
Gauss]Seidel, SOR, and regular splitting equations, we obtain some new results.
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
5 G 5It would be very useful if M N could be estimated accurately regard-
less of whether point algorithms or interval algorithms are used to solve
5 G 5 5 G 5 5 5linear equations. But using M N F M N as the estimate results
cannot meet the practical needs. Therefore, in this paper, for interval
matrices M and N, by using diagonally dominant properties a group of
5 G 5conditions are given which guarantee M N - 1. Applying these results
to splitting methods used for solving linear interval equations such as the
Jacobi, Gauss]Seidel, SOR, and regular splitting equations, will improve
the previous results.
2. PRELIMINARIES
w xNotations and terminologies follow those in 8 , but for convenience
some definitions are repeated here. We denote by R, Rn, and Rn=n the
sets of real numbers, real n-dimensional vectors, and n = n matrices,
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respectively; and we use IIR, II Rn, and II Rn=n to denote the sets of real
intervals, real n-dimensional interval vectors, and real n = n interval
matrices, respectively. In this paper, the term vector will refer to either an
interval vector or a real vector, and which is referred to will always be clear
from the context.
 4 nLet N s 1, 2, . . . , n , X g R .
We write X G 0 or X ) 0 if x G 0 or x ) 0 for all i g N.i i
< <  < < 4  :  < < 4Let X g IIR, X [ max x , x g X , X [ min x , x g X .Ä Ä Ä Ä
This definition can be extended to interval vectors and interval matrices
by their components.
5 5 n 5 5Let ? denote a monotone vector norm in R and A be the
5 5associated matrix norm. The maximum norm ? is a monotone norm.`
n 5 5Let x g R , then the scaled maximum norm defined by x su
 < < . nmax x ru for some fixed positive vector u g R is also a monotonei i i
norm. These monotone norms can be extended to the interval vector
n n=n 5 5 5 < < 5X g II R and interval matrix A g II R by the definitions X [ X
5 5 5 < < 5and A [ A .
n=n ÄDEFINITION 1. An interval matrix A g II R is regular if all A g A
are nonsingular.
 :  . n=nDEFINITION 2. The comparison matrix A s a g R of a giveni j
 . n=ninterval matrix A s A g II R is defined byi j
 :A if i s j,i i
a si j < < y A otherwise.i j
 . n=nDEFINITION 3. An interval matrix A s A g II R is called ani j
 :interval H-matrix if its comparison matrix A is an H-matrix; similarly, A
 :is called an irreducible interval matrix if its comparison matrix A is an
irreducible matrix.
w x n=nLEMMA 1 9 . Let A g II R be an inter¨ al H-matrix. Then A is
< G <  :y1 G w xregular and A F A , where A is the Gauss-in¨ erse 9, 5 .
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
LEMMA 3.1. Let M g II Rn=n, a g II Rn, and suppose that either of the
following two conditions is satisfied:
 : < < < <1. M )  M q a ; i g N,i i j/ i i j i
 : < < < <2. M is irreducible, M G  M q a ; i g N, with strict in-i i j/ i i j i
equality for at least one i.
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Then
y1G G5 5 5 < < < < 5  : < <M a F M a F M a - 1.`` `
Proof. Conditions 1 and 2 imply that M is a strict diagonally dominant
interval matrix or an irreducible diagonally dominant interval matrix. By
w xTheorem 4.2 in 5 , we know that M is regular and is an interval H-matrix.
< G <  :y1 G < < < G <Using Lemma 1 we have M F M . If x s M a, then x s M a F
< G < < <  :y1 < <M a F M a .
 :y1 < <  < G <  :y1 .Furthermore, if y s M a 0 F M F M implies that y G 0 ,
 : < < 5 5then M y s a . As ? is a monotone norm, we only need to prove
y15 5  : < <y s M a - 1.``
5 5  : < <Suppose there is some component y s y G 1. From M y s a we`p
obtain
 : < < < <M y s M y q a . 1 .i i i i j j i
j/i
 .  .1 When Condition 1 is satisfied, from 1 and the definition of yp
we have
 : < < < < < < < <M y s M y q a F M y q a y . p p p p j j p p j p p p
j/p j/p
 : < < < <Therefore, for all y G 1 we have M F  M q a , which isp p p j/ p p j p
contrary to Condition 1.
 .  5 5 42 If Condition 2 is satisfied, let K s k g N, y s y . We have`k
y G 0 and therefore K / F.
5 5  .If K s N, that is, y s y for all i g N, from 1 we know`i
 : < < < < < < < <M y s M y q a F M y q a y i i i i j j i i j i i i
j/i j/i
5 5for any i g N. From y s y G 1 we have`i
 : < < < <M F M q a , ;i g N,i i i j i
j/i
which is contrary to Condition 2.
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If K ® N, we know that y G 1 for all k g K, so thatk
 : < < < < < < < < < <M y s M y q a F M y q M y q a y .  k k k k j j k k j k k j j k k
j/k jgK jfK
w xSince M is irreducible, due to 11, 2.3.5 , for any k g K there is a j f K0
< <such that M / 0. Moreover, y ) y , sok j k j0 0
< < < <M y - M y .k j j k j k0 0 0
Therefore
 : < < < < < < < < < <M y - M y q M y q a y s M q a y ,  k k k k j k k j k k k k j k k /
jgK jfK j/k
 : < < < <that is, M -  M q a , which is also contrary to Condition 2.k k j/ k k j k
Therefore,
y1G G5 5 5 < < < < 5  : < <M a F M a F M a - 1.`` `
Similarly, we have the following results.
LEMMA 3.2. Let M g II Rn=n, a g II Rn, and assume that the following
conditions are satisfied:
 : < < < <1. M G  M q a ; i g N,i i j/ i i j i
 : < <2. M )  M ; i g N.i i j/ i i j
Then
y1G G5 5 5 < < < < 5  : < <M a F M a F M a `` `
¡ ¦< <ai~ ¥F Max F 1. : < <M y M¢ §igN i i i j
j/i
Using the abo¨e results and the definitions of inter¨ al norm, we ha¨e the
following results:
THEOREM 3.3. Let M g II Rn=n, N g II Rn=m, and suppose that any one
of the following conditions is satisfied:
 : < < m < <1. M )  M q  N ; i g N,i i j/ i i j js1 i j
 : < < m < <2. M is irreducible, M G  M q  N for all i g N, withii j/ i i j js1 i j
strict inequality for at least one i.
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Then we ha¨e
y1G G5 5 5 < < < < 5  : < <M N F M N F M N - 1.`` `
THEOREM 3.4. Let M g II Rn=n, N g II Rn=m, and suppose that the
following conditions are satisfied:
 : < < m < <1. M G  M q  N ; i g N,i i j/ i i j js1 i j
 : < <2. M )  M ; i g N.i i j/ i i j
Then
y1G G5 5 5 < < < < 5  : < <M N F M N F M N `` `
m¡ ¦< <N i j
js1~ ¥F Max F 1. : < <M y MigN i i i j¢ §j/i
THEOREM 3.5. Let M g II Rn=n, N g II Rn=n; suppose there exists X g
Rn, X ) 0 such that
n
 : < < < <M x ) M x q N x ; i g N. i i i i j j i j j
j/i js1
Then
y1G G5 5 5 < < < < 5  : < <M N F M N F M N - 1.xx x
w xProof of Theorem 3.5. Using Theorem 6.1 in 5 we now that M is
< G <  :y1regular and is an interval H-matrix, and we also know M F M
from Lemma 1.
 : < <  :Rewrite the condition in matrix form as M X ) N X. Since M is
 :y1  :y1 < <nonsingular and M G 0, therefore M N X - X, so that we
< G < < <  :y1 < <  . w xobtain M N X F M N X - X. With Property P in 9 , we have7
5 < G < < < 5 5 :y1 < < 5 5 5 5 G 5M N F M N - 1. As ? is a monotone norm, M Nx x x x
5 < G < < < 5F M N - 1.x
EXAMPLE. Suppose
11 1 0,y , 0  . . 42 4
M s , a s .1 11 0, .3 2
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5 G 5It can be verified that M and a satisfy Theorem 3.3.2, and hence M a `
G  .T 2 w x- 1. In fact, calculating M X for X s x , x g R according to 91 2
results in
1 22 x q 0, x y x .1 2 12 3GM X s ,6 2, 1 x y x .2 17 3
which yields
1 3y ,12 4GM a s .1 1y ,6 2
3 5G G G G5 5 5 < < < < 5 5 5 5 < < < < 5M a s - 1, M a s - 1, and M a - M a - 1.` ` ` `4 7
However,
3G5 5 5 5M a s 1 q ) 1.` 14
4. APPLICATION TO THE CONVERGENCE OF SPLITTING
METHODS OF LINEAR INTERVAL EQUATIONS
Let A g II Rn=n and b g II Rn. The basic problem in linear interval
equations is to find good interval enclosures for the set
n Ä Ä Ä Ä<X* s A , b s x g R Ax s b , A g A , b g b . . Ä Ä  5
In addition to the Gauss elimination algorithm for the solution of
ordinary linear equations in interval arithmetic, another method is based
on splitting methods.
First, a matrix A is appropriately splitted into M y N, then we use
 . kq1 k1 MX s NX q b to obtain the solution.
If M is regular and its Gauss-inverse exists, the form
 . kq1 G  k .  .2 X s M NX q b is usually used instead of 1 .
When D is a regular diagonal matrix and L and U are strict lower and
upper triangular matrices, respectively, we have the following results.
THEOREM 4.1. Let A g II Rn=n be an inter¨ al H-matrix. Then Jacobi
and Gauss]Seidel algorithms in inter¨ al form are con¨ergent.
5  kq1 .5 5  k .5Let X be their limits. Then X * : X and q X , X F b q X , Xu u
with a suitable u g Rn, u ) 0.
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Proof. For the Jacobi algorithm, the iteration formula is
X kq1 s DG L q U X k q b . . .
Since A is an interval H-matrix, 0 f A , DG exists, and the algorithm isi i
feasible.
If we denote M and N as D and L q U, respectively, then according to
w x 5 < G < < < 5Theorem 3.1 in 9 we only need to prove that M N - 1 for some
monotone norm.
Since A is an interval H-matrix, there exists u g Rn, u ) 0, such that
 :A u ) 0, i.e.,
 : < < < < < <A u ) A u s A u q A u , 2 .  i i i i j j i j j i j j
j/i j-i j)i
which is equal to
n
 : < <M u ) N u .i i i i j j
js1
Using Theorem 3.5 we have
5 < G < < < 5M N - 1.u
Thus the convergence of the Jacobi algorithm is proved. Let X be its limit,
G  . .i.e., X s D L q U X q b .
Ä Ä Ä ÄLet x g X*, then there exist A g A, b g b such that Ax s b and thereÄ Ä
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äis some D g D, L g L, U g U, such that A s D y L y U, furthermore
Äy1 Ä Ä Äx s D L q U x q b . .Ä Ä /
Äy1 Ä Ä Ä Ä G . .  . .Let x s x, then x s x s D L q U X q b g D L q U x q bÄ Ä0 0 0
s X .1
 . w xWith Theorem 3.1 IV in 10 we have x s x g X : ??? : X. Since xÄ Ä0 1
is arbitrary and X is unique, we know X* : X, and the following error
estimate is obtained:
kq1 k Gq X , X F b q X , X , where b s D L q U . .  .  .u u u
For the Gauss]Seidel algorithm, the formula is
Gkq1 kX s D y L UX q b . .  .
As A is an interval H-matrix, it can be verified that D y L is also an
interval H-matrix, so the algorithm is feasible.
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 .Denote M as D y L, N as U, then from 2 we have
n
 : < < < <M u ) M u q N u . i i i i j j i j j
j/i js1
With Theorem 3.5 we have
G< < < <D y L U - 1, . u
which implies that the Gauss]Seidel algorithm is convergent. If we denote
5  kq1 .5its limit as X, then similarly we have X* : X and q X , X Fu
5  k .5 5 < .G < < < 5b q X , X , where b s D y L U .u u
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A g II Rn=n be a strict diagonally dominant inter-
¨al matrix or an irreducible diagonally dominant inter¨ al matrix, then the
conclusion in Theorem 4.1 is also ¨alid.
w xProof. Using the results in 5 , we know that A defined above is an
interval H-matrix. With Theorem 4.1 the proof is complete.
THEOREM 4.3. Let A g II Rn=n be a strict diagonally dominant inter¨ al
matrix, i.e.,
 : < <A ) A ; i g N.i i i j
j/i
 .  .We define a s Max a and b s Min b , whereig N i ig N i
< <  : < <  :A y A A q A .  .i i i i i i i i
< <a s , b s , m s A ; i g N.i i i i j< < < <A y m A q m .  .i i i i i i j/i
 .If the SOR factor takes its value in a , b , i.e., a - w - b , then for all
x g II Rn the interval SOR algorithm converges to X , X* : X , and0 s s
5  kq1 .5 5  k .5 kq X , X F d q X , X , where d and X are defined in the` `s s
process of the proof.
Proof. The interval SOR algorithm is defined as follows:
Gkq1 kX s D y wL 1 y w D q wU X q wb . .  . .
 .It can be verified from formula 3 given in the following that D y wL is
an interval H-matrix , so the algorithm is feasible.
 .  .If we denote M and N as D y wL and 1 y w D q wU, respectively,
5 < G < < < 5then we only need to prove M N - 1 for some monotone norm.
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Using Theorem 3.3.1, we should prove that
n
 : < < < <M ) M q N ; i g N , i i i j i j
j/i js1
which is equivalent to
 : < < < < < <A ) w A q 1 y w A q w A , . i i i j i i i j
j-i j)i
or
< < < <  : < <1 y w A y A u q w A - 0. 3 .i i i i i i j
j/i
As A is a strict interval diagonally dominant matrix, we know 0 - a - 1,
 .b ) 1. It can be verified according to 0 - w - 1 or 1 F w - b that 3 is
true, so that the interval SOR algorithm is convergent. Similarly, we can
5  kq1 .5 5  k .5prove that X* : X and q X , X F d q X , X , where d s` `s s s
5 < .G < < . < 5D y wL 1 y w D q wU .`
THEOREM 4.4. Let A g II Rn=n be splitted as M y N, and M, N satisfy
the conditions in Theorem 3.3 or Theorem 3.5. The algorithm is defined as
X kq1 s M G NX k q b . .
Then for all x g II Rn, the algorithm is feasible and con¨ergent.0
Denote its fixed point as X .p
5  kq1 .5 5  k .5 5 5Then X* : X and q X , X # F b q X , X #, where ? # isp p p
5 < G < < < 5some monotone norm such that b s M N # - 1.
Proof. With the condition given above, we have
 : < <M x ) M x , ; i g N ,i i i i j j
j/i
which implies that M is an interval H-matrix, so the algorithm is feasible.
If the conditions in Theorem 3.3 or 3.5 are satisfied, then
5 < G < < < 5 5 < G < < < 5M N - 1 or M N - 1.` x
Therefore the algorithm is convergent.
Remark. Suppose M, N satisfy the conditions given in Theorem 3.3.
 : Then M is an interval H-matrix. For A s M y N we have A s M y
:  : < <  :N G M y N , so A is an H-matrix. Therefore to some extent this
w x theorem generalizes Mayer's work 8 where A, M are M-matrices and
.the splitting is called regular .
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The following example demonstrates that the conditions in Theorem 4.4
w xare satisfied, but those in Mayer's work in 8 are not.
w x w x w x w x3, 4 y1, 0 0, 1 4 y1, 0 0
w x w x w x w x w xy1, 0 4, 6 0, 1 y1, 0 6 0, 1A s , M s ,
w x w x w x w xy1, 0 0, 2 6, 8 0 0, 2 8
w x w x0, 1 0 y1, 0
w x0 0, 2 0N s
w x w x0, 1 0 0, 2
A is splitted as M y N, so that M, N satisfy the conditions given in
5 < G < < < 5Theorem 3.3.1, therefore M N - 1, but A and M are not interval`
M-matrices, therefore they do not satisfy Mayer's conditions.
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